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IMPORTANT;CHARMING BAEKER/RÖMER; SILVER-GILT
Object number : 248

NUREMBERG, 1670-1673

MAKER: HIERONYMUS PELLER

Maker's mark 0634b in GNM Nuremberg Goldsmith's Art Volume 1

25⁄8 in. (6.5 cm.) high

2 ounces. 6 dwt. (72 gr.) weight

Prov: ROBERT G. VATER COLLECTION
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Detailed Description

On a spread base, cylindrical shaft decorated with shells, the octagonal bowl engraved with stalked flowers, the underside
engraved with the date 1683 and the inscription:

The inscriptions read “CHRISTOPH DOMEŸER. V. MARIA MAGDALENA DESEN EHLIBSTE (his beloved) / V Braunschweig 1683'.

The History of the Römer

The shape of the Römer is derived from a medieval glass shape. These have been mentioned in literature since the middle of the
15th century. In the 17th century, the Römer was given its typical shape: a spun conical foot, a cylindrical central part (shank) with
nubs, and a large, rounded bowl. The drinking vessel was mainly used in Central and Northern Europe. Glass Römer are a
common feature in 17th-century Dutch still lifes. It is also known that in the 17th century, a large number of Römer were made of
glass at that time, especially in Holland, Bohemia and England. They were only made of metal at the end of the 17th or 18th
century.

The Helga Matzke Kunsthandel is currently presenting 6 more Römer from Augsburg and Nuremberg.

Nuremberg

The city of Nuremberg, along with Augsburg, is one of the most important cities in Germany for goldsmith art from the 16th to
18th centuries. The specialty of the Nuremberg silver and goldsmiths were the so-called bump cups. Everyone had to make a
columbine cup for the master's examination, which required a lot of technical skill, especially when it came to beating.

The present Römer is a wonderfully embossed drinking vessel that also showcases the skill of the silversmith.

Maker

Hieronymus Peller, born around 1633, apprenticeship with Michael Müllner, master craftsman examination: October 20, 1662,
died 1686
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